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Mandangle launches new colourful & stylish mug and
candle collection that targets half the world's population.
British Designer Brinley Williams is launching a website
mandangle.co.uk to promote his new range of designer mugs and
aromatic candles geared just for men.
Definition of Mandangle: noun (informal) - an ornate or fantastic ornament
for a man.*

The Man Mug collection is big on fun & laughter with a healthy
splash of cool & groovy honesty thrown in. The designs are light
hearted, a tad mischievous, sometimes satirical verging on risqué but never serious.
They aim to celebrate, with positivity, honesty and a whole lot of
tongue in cheek humour, true “manness” (new word), by candidly
letting men laugh at themselves and revel in the funny side of being
a "man member".
They are also meant to make women nod & smile.

* official recognition pending

Man Candle's on the other hand aims to provide men with a wide
range of aromatic candles each with a soothing and relaxing quality.
Traditional scents include Eau de Cologne, Musk & Sandalwood,
Bois (wood) & Black coffee all perfect for creating a masculine
ambiance. Pure manly indulgence.
Man candles are hand-poured in the UK using a premium grade
Soya and paraffin wax blend designed specifically for use in our
aromatic glass candles and fragranced with the highest quality
premium fragrance oils. Once burnt the clear candle glass can be
upcycled by hand cleaning and used as drinks tumblers or tea light
holders. Burn time is in excess of 40 hours.
In brief - it is the mandangle manifesto to turn the spotlight on men
and have a little fun & relaxation in the process through uniquely
original, always positive yet stylish designs and creations.
visit: http://www.mandangle.co.uk
Contact
To learn more about Mandangle and the man mug & man candle
collections please contact:
Brinley Williams
10 Bassaleg road
Newport
United Kingdom
Te: 00 44 01633 817711
brinley@mandangle.co.uk

